
Backend Engineer (m/f/d)
Full-Time | Berlin or Remote (EU)

Revolutionize the rental experience with Mietz: no more frustration, no endless emails,

no surprises. Mietz creates a secure, GDPR-compliant process for renting flats –

including in-app contract signing, so that looking for flats will be a joyful experience

again. Without paperwork.

YOUR TASKS

■ Build and maintain AWS infrastructure with Terraform
■ Implement highly scalable backend systems with state-of-the-art technologies
■ Develop & improve the software in short release cycles with agile methods
■ Work closely with Product Design and Product Management, designing and

delivering experiences for big Real Estate Companies
■ Interact with various teams and stakeholders with many backgrounds and with a

large spectrum of competencies
■ Manage your service from architecture design to testing, deployment and

operation in an agile environment
■ Operate a complex and advanced system landscape hosted on AWS that meets

the highest standards in terms of reliability, performance, and latency
■ Contribute to inspiring and connecting our engineering team while ensuring

smooth delivery and continuous improvement
■ Contribute to our growing tech community and encouraging knowledge sharing

YOUR PROFILE

■ A self-driven Engineer who shares our passion to revolutionize the rental
experience.

■ Experience building, deploying and operating large scale data-driven systems in
a cloud environment

■ Hands-on experience with CI/CD Passion for writing clean and modular code that
is easy to maintain, update, and scale

■ Effective communication skills in English



■ Ability and eagerness to understand the business context where the team
operates and the customer problems being solved

■ Passionate problem solver who puts the needs of customers first.

TECHNOLOGIES

- PostgreSQL
- AppSync
- AWS
- Terraform

WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOU?

■ Culture of trust, empowerment and constructive feedback, open source
commitment, meetups, knowledge sharing through workshops & events

■ Competitive salary, flexible working times, additional holidays and volunteering
time off and Mietz Caps 🧢

_________________________________
It is not essential to have all these skills, but an aptitude and willingness to develop
those you don’t know is key.

If you think you’re up to the challenge, come and help us to grow, innovate and develop!
A diverse workforce is an absolute necessity for anyone with a vision like ours: to help
people from all over the world find their dream home fast and easy. Therefore we
celebrate differences and are committed to creating an inclusive environment where all
employees can truly belong and thrive.

Join us and shape your future as well as ours!


